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Tomasz Wysocki 

C o l l e g e  m a j o r  c h o i c e  a n d  t h e  s - n o r m  

In the last row of the classroom, a student is playing with his phone. He’s not paying attention to the 

lecture at all. You might think he’s just not interested in this very class, but if you follow him 

elsewhere, you’ll witness a similar behavior. And he’s not majoring in computer science, even though 

graduating in it would give him reasonably good job prospects despite a low GPA. He’s majoring in 

English literature, whose students you always imagined as literature enthusiasts who prefer pursuing 

their interests over acquiring skills that are in demand on the job market. But this student’s all 

interests seem to lie in his smartphone. You wonder: why does this guy even bother to enroll 

college? 

When applied to students’ choice of major, the two main theories in the economics of 

education—human capital theory and signaling theory—predict that an agent will choose the major 

with the higher expected present value of lifetime earnings. That’s a reason, but hardly the main 

reason. A cross-national body of literature shows that an agent’s interests play a significant role in 

her choice of major (Altonji, 1993; Arcidiacono, 2004; Zafar, 2009; Beffy, Fougère, & Maurel, 2012; 

Gajderowicz, Grotkowska, Giergiczny, Czajkowski, & Mycielski, 2015). However—as I shall 

argue—there’s yet another factor that influences high-school graduates’ decision to enroll college: 

the motivation from a social norm prescribing one to get a college degree, regardless of the major. I 

dub this norm the s-norm (‘s’ for study!). Were there a student motivated purely by the s-norm, he 

wouldn’t care what major he chose, provided the choice maximizes the probability of getting a 

degree. Though plausibly the motivation from the s-norm is never the only kind of motivation, it’s a 

live possibility that the s-norm plays a role in students’ choice of major along interests and the 

expected salary. My aim is to examine whether it is indeed so. 

First (§1), I present the results of hitherto studies on the choice of college major. These 

authors typically find that interests and (less robustly) the expected salary influence this choice. Next 

(§2), I discuss the data—responses from a representative sample of over 1000 undergraduates from 

Polish public universities. The dataset contains records of the students’ subjective beliefs (e.g., about 

their future salary, probability of graduation). Subsequently (§3), I introduce the model of the college 

major choice. On this model, when choosing her major, a student maximizes a utility function that 

comprises the utility from her expected future salary, the utility of majoring in a field that she finds 

interesting, and the utility from following her motivation from the s-norm. Finally (§4), I present the 

results: not only does the s-norm influence students’ choices, but a clear pattern emerges: students 

motivated by the s-norm tend to eschew mathematically intensive majors. That’s to be expected. 

The more you desire a degree just for the sake of having one, the more likely you’ll choose a major 

graduating in which requires minimal effort. The main contribution of this study is confirming the 

influence of social pressure—which I conceptualize as the s-norm—on the choice of major, at least 

among Polish undergraduates. Previous models didn’t include this factor. 
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1. The role the expected salary, the role of interests 

The earliest studies focus on specific majors. Freeman formulates a cob-web model for how future 

physicists (1975b), lawyers (1975a), and engineers (1976) choose their majors. In his model, utility 

depends linearly on only two factors: the actual salary in the occupation corresponding to the major 

and the salary in alternative occupations. Other authors have followed. They use more complex 

utility functions—e.g., one that includes the present value of lifelong earnings—but still of actual 

salaries alone (Hoffman & Low, 1983; Siow, 1984; Zarkin, 1985; Berger, 1988). Montmarquette, 

Cannings, and Mahseredjian (2002) realize that it’s not the actual salary post-graduation that a 

rational individual would base their choices on, but the expected salary: the sum of the salary after 

graduation in a major and the salary after dropping out from that major, weighted by respective 

probabilities. 

Many authors also account for more determinants. Fiorito and Dauffenbach (1982) included 

in their model with variables standing for interest in science and, as a measure of mathematical 

ability, SAT-math scores; both turned out significant. Altonij (1993) and Arcidiacono (2004) propose 

sequential models, on which a student chooses a major after exploring her own abilities and tastes. 

Their data, however, let neither evaluate preferences directly. Arcidiacono concludes that the 

abilities, rather than expected pecuniary benefits, drives students’ choices. Beffy et al. (2012) estimate 

a similar model and conclude that abilities and tastes determine the choice of college major more 

than expected pecuniary benefits, though again, this inference was only indirect, as tastes were 

unobserved.  

All these authors a priori hypothesize how students form their expectations; that they can do 

that has soon been deemed implausible. Zafar makes this point convincingly: “The approach 

prevalent in the literature overlooks the fact that subjective expectations may be different from 

objective probabilities, assumes that formation of expectations is homogeneous, makes nonverifiable 

assumptions on expectations, and uses choice data to infer decision rules conditional on maintained 

assumptions on expectations” (Zafar, 2009, p. 2). Instead, Zafar advocates for using data that 

includes subjective assessments—if you ask students about their expectations, you don’t need to 

assume from the armchair how these expectations are formed. His own investigation of students’ 

choices follows this route. Using subjective data from 161 Northwestern University sophomores, he 

concludes that the most important factors in choosing a major are enjoying the coursework, 

enjoying working at the jobs available after graduation, and the parents’ approval of the major. Zafar 

surmises that the parents’ approval is important, because tuition is often paid by the parents. 

Elsewhere (Zafar, 2011), he compared the subjective data with students’ actual choices to make sure, 

first, that the respondents don’t fall prey to cognitive biases, post-hoc rationalizing their choices, 

and, second, that the respondents exert sufficient mental effort when reporting their beliefs. He 

concluded that the worries are unfounded, and using the subjective data is reliable. 

Arcidiacono, Hotz, and Kang (2012) also used subjective data, which they collected form 173 

undergraduates of Duke University. Their questionnaire asked a participant to evaluate three values: 

for every major category and career category, the probability of choosing the career conditional on 
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choosing the major; the expected salary in that career, having graduated in that major; and for every 

major, the ability in the major relative to other students pursuing that major. The authors conclude 

that both the expected salary and relative abilities play a role in choosing the major. However, the 

authors didn’t ask about interests, or (like Zafar) enjoying the coursework, and thus they couldn’t 

evaluate the role of that factor. 

2. Choice model 

Building on the results just discussed, I propose the following model of college major choice: 

individual i’s utility of choosing major m depends on her expected future salary given this choice 

(𝑦𝑖𝑚), how interesting she finds m (𝑓𝑖𝑚), how much effort would pursuing m require of her (𝑒𝑖𝑚), her 

pragmatic motivation for getting a degree (𝑟𝑖), and the motivation from the s-norm (𝑛𝑖): 

 𝑢𝑖(𝑚) = 𝜔𝑦𝑖𝑚 + 𝜑𝑓𝑖𝑚 + 𝜂𝑒𝑖𝑚 + 𝜌𝑚𝑟𝑖 + 𝜈𝑚𝑛𝑖 (1) 

The student will choose the major that maximizes this utility function. Notice that the first three 

variables describe i’s attitude toward m, whereas the last two describe i’s personality features or 

preferences that aren’t relative to m. So, the value of the motivation from the s-norm, 𝑛𝑖, varies 

across agents. The value of its corresponding parameter, 𝜈𝑚, varies across majors and can be 

interpreted as measure of how helpful major m can be in fulfilling the student’s desire to satisfy the 

s-norm. By the pragmatic motivation, I mean the student’s willingness to pursue skills and 

knowledge useful on the job market. Analogously to 𝜈𝑚, 𝜌𝑚 denotes how well m satisfies this 

motivation. I’ll expand on the constructs corresponding to 𝑟𝑖 and 𝑛𝑖 later (§3), where I discuss the 

data. For now, I’ll just briefly justify including social norms in utility calculations. 

The idea to introduce norms as a source of utility comes from identity economics (Akerlof & 

Kranton, 2000; 2002; 2010). The main assumption of identity economics is that following an 

internalized norm increases the agent’s utility (or, alternatively, that breaking a norm diminishes the 

violator’s utility). Usually, in identity-economic models, agents are divided into social categories, 

where each category comes with its own set of norms. Here, however, I assume that the s-norm is 

internalized differently by different individuals, and the value of 𝑛𝑖 reflects how deeply i internalized 

the s-norm, and thus how strong her motivation to follow the norm is. 

The expected salary is itself a composite measure. Student i would expect to earn 𝑤𝑖𝑚 if she 

graduated in m and 𝑤𝑖0 if she dropped out of college, and she estimates the probability of graduating 

in m to be 𝑝𝑖𝑚. Therefore, the expected salary from choosing m is the average of 𝑤𝑖𝑚 and 𝑤𝑖0, 

weighted, respectively, by the probability of graduating and of dropping out: 

 𝑦𝑖𝑚 = 𝑤𝑖𝑚𝑝𝑖𝑚 + 𝑤𝑖0(1 − 𝑝𝑖𝑚) (2) 

The model requires the following assumptions. First, the utility of one dollar of the expected 

salary is the same for all agents and all majors—one dollar expected from choosing computer 

science is no different from one dollar expected from choosing philosophy—which is why 

parameter ω is constant across students and majors. Similar considerations apply to φ and η—two 

agents might how interesting or hard they find m, but not in how strongly these evaluations 
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influence their choice. Second, (1) doesn’t include the cost of attending college. In Poland full-time 

students at public universities don’t pay tuition, and my study was conducted only on such students. 

And it’s safe to assume that other costs, like rent or textbooks, doesn’t vary strongly with one’s 

major; I’m not the first to make this assumption (Montmarquette, Cannings, & Mahseredjian, 2002). 

Third, a candidate chooses the major when applying to college, and then either graduates in that 

major or drops out (2). In Poland, when you apply to college, you specify the major you want to 

study, and thus the first of these two assumptions holds. The second assumption, however, is false, 

and the hope is that it doesn’t distort the results too much, especially given that a student that 

reapplies to college after dropping out is likely to apply to a similar major or even the same major at 

a less competitive university. Others also make this assumption (Arcidiacono, Hotz, & Kang, 2012), 

as data for a more realistic model that disposes of this assumption would be hard to obtain. 

3. Data 

To collect the data for testing the theory, I employed an agency to conduct a survey on full-time 

undergraduates in their first, second, and third year at Polish public universities in 2017; I got 

answers from a representative sample of 1081 students. I list the survey questions in the 

appendix (§7).  

Using cluster analysis and the ISCED-F categorization developed by UNESCO (2014), I 

partitioned majors into nine categories: education (comprising education, social services, and personal 

services; 95 survey respondents belonged to this category), humanities (humanities, languages, art, 

journalism; 137), social sciences (social sciences, security services; 140), business (business and 

administration, law; 158), formal and physical sciences (mathematics, physics, statistics; 108), life sciences 

(biology, environmental sciences, agriculture; 62), computer science (101), technology (engineering, 

manufacturing, architecture and building, transport services; 179), and medicine (101). Like in all other 

studies, I had to group like majors into categories, as for many majors I had very few observations. 

Individual i’s interest in category m, 𝑓𝑖𝑚, was estimated as follows. In the survey, participants 

answered how much they agree with the sentence “the following majors match my interest,” where 

the answers were recorded on a seven-item Likert scale, with items ranging from strongly disagree 

(1) to strongly agree (7).1 The list of majors included the major that the participant in fact chose and 

the seven specific majors: education, management, biology, computer science, construction, 

medicine, and philosophy. With this data, I estimated a robust regression model (Hampel, Ronchetti, 

Rousseeuw, & Stahel, 1986, pp. 307-341; Maronna, Martin, & Yohai, 2006, pp. 87-174).2 The 

depended variable was the participant’s evaluation of the match between her interests and her actual 

major. The predictors included: the participant’s evaluations of the seven specific majors3, her 

pragmatic motivation (a variable I describe below) and whether she liked to study Polish in high 

 

1 This scale was used for all questions where the participant was asked to express her agreement with a claim presented 
to her. 
2 I used robust regression, as a model estimated using linear regression violate the assumption of homoscedasticity. 
3 Only interests in education, computer science, and medicine were statistically significant, and thus I removed the 
remaining four from the model. 
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school, together with a categorical variable denoting the category her major belongs to. The model 

explained R2 = 0.34 of the variability in the data. Subsequently I used this model to assess 𝑓𝑖𝑚—the 

match between i’s interests and category m—for each respondent i and category m ∈ {education, 

humanities, social sciences, business, formal and physical sciences, life sciences, computer science, technology, medicine}. 

The effort student i predicts she would have to exert studying m was estimated the same way, but 

from responses to the prompt: “I’d expect studying in the following majors would require a lot of 

effort.” A robust regression model explained R2 = 0.49 of the variability. 

The expected salary, 𝑦𝑖𝑗, for every person i and category of majors j, was estimated 

analogously. In the survey, I asked the participants to estimate their salary 6 months after graduating 

in the major that they in fact chose, as well as the counterfactual salary that they would earn, had 

they graduated in the seven specific majors (education, management, …, philosophy). Moreover, I 

asked the participants to assess the probability of graduating in their current major (rather than 

dropping out or switching majors) and to assess this probability for the seven additional majors. The 

survey also included a question about how much they would expect to earn 6 months after getting a 

job, if they didn’t graduate from college. Then, I used this data to calculate, as defined in (2), a 

participant’s expected salary (𝑦𝑖𝑗), as well as the expected salary in the seven specific majors 

(𝑦𝑖,𝑒𝑑𝑢𝑐𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛 , 𝑦𝑖,𝑚𝑎𝑚𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑚𝑒𝑛𝑡 , …). Finally, I estimated a robust regression model that allowed for assessing 

i’s expected salary 𝑦𝑖𝑗 for every category j given i’s expected salary in the seven specific majors (the 

model explains R2 = 0.85 of the variability; the expected salary in philosophy wasn’t statistically 

significant and thus was removed from the model). 

Next come the two personality features: the motivation from the s-norm, 𝑛𝑖, and the 

pragmatic motivation, 𝑟𝑖. To measure the first construct, I asked the participants to evaluate how 

much they agree with two claims: “my friends negatively perceive my peers who neither have enrolled 

college nor are planning to” and “my close family negatively perceive my peers who neither have 

enrolled college nor are planning to.” I took the average of the two responses—again, recorded on a 

seven-item Likert scale—to construct a single measure, 𝑛𝑖. The construct turned out to be valid, as 

Cronbach’s α = 0.82 > 0.7, where the latter threshold is usually construed as the necessary condition 

for validity. 

To measure the pragmatic motivation, 𝑟𝑖, I asked the participants to evaluate how much they 

agree with two claims: “After I graduate, I plan to find a job related to my field of study” and “I 

decided on my major because I expected that graduating in it will give me skills and knowledge 

useful in my future job.” I constructed 𝑟𝑖 as the average of the two answers. The contrast proved 

valid: Cronbach’s α = 0.71 > 0.7. 

The models for predicting i’s expected salary, interest, and effort evaluation from their 

evaluations of the seven specific majors has no causal interpretation. Their role is only to furnish the 

values of 𝑦𝑖𝑚 , 𝑓𝑖𝑚, and 𝑒𝑖𝑚 from the data available from the dataset. 
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4. The empirical model and its evaluation 

Following Montmarquette, Cannings, and Mahseredjian (2002), I normalize utility function (2) with 

an array of i’s other features 𝑡𝑖, to get:  

 𝑢𝑖(𝑚) = 𝜔𝑦𝑖𝑚 + 𝜑𝑓𝑖𝑚 + 𝜂𝑒𝑖𝑚 + 𝜌𝑚𝑟𝑖 + 𝜈𝑚𝑛𝑖 + �⃗�𝑚𝑡𝑖 + 𝜖𝑖𝑚   (3) 

where 𝜖𝑖𝑚 is the error term. The features include: gender (males – 0, females – 1), whether the 

student took the advanced-level maturity exam in the Polish language and in mathematics (two 

variables: no – 0, yes – 1),4 her GPA in high school, whether she liked studying Polish and 

mathematics in high school (two variables, Likert scale). 

Subsequently, I estimated the probability of i choosing j can be with a multinomial logit model 

(McFadden, 1973; Hoffman & Duncan, 1988) as: 

 
𝑃𝑖𝑗 =

𝑒𝑢𝑖(𝑚)

∑ 𝑒𝑢𝑖(𝑘)𝐽
𝑘=1

=
𝑒𝜔𝑦𝑖𝑚+𝜑𝑓𝑖𝑚+𝜂𝑒𝑖𝑚+𝜌𝑚𝑟𝑖+𝜈𝑚𝑛𝑖+�⃗⃗⃗�𝑚𝑡𝑖

∑ 𝑒𝜔𝑦𝑖𝑘+𝜙𝑓𝑖𝑘+𝜈𝑘𝑛𝑖+�⃗⃗⃗�𝑘𝑡𝑖
𝐽
𝑘=1

 (1) 

where i is choosing from J majors.5 In the estimation, the dependent variable takes on two values: 

Pij = 1 if individual i chose major j, and 0 otherwise. 

Estimating model (4) first yielded that the influence of effort isn’t significant. Therefore, I 

omitted in from the analysis. Therefore, the following results are evaluated for (4) without the 𝜂𝑒𝑖𝑚 

term: 

Table 1. Model (4) estimated (social sciences used as the reference level). 

variable category of major coefficient st. error p-value  

expected salary (𝑦𝑖𝑚) 0.29⋅10-3 0.05⋅10-3 <0.0001 *** 

interests (𝑓𝑖𝑚) 1.44 0.12 <0.0001 *** 

motivation form the s-norm (𝑛𝑖) education -0.21 0.11 0.06 . 

humanities -0.13 0.10 0.18  

business  -0.13 0.09 0.17  

formal and physical sciences -0.37 0.11 0.00 *** 

life sciences 0.10 0.12 0.42  

computer science -0.33 0.12 0.01 ** 

technology -0.34 0.10 0.00 *** 

medicine -0.01 0.11 0.93  

pragmatic motivation (𝑟𝑖) education 0.26 0.11 0.01 * 

humanities 0.21 0.09 0.03 * 

business  0.03 0.10 0.73  

 

4 In Poland, passing the maturity exam is necessary for applying to college; a loose American analogue of this exam is the 
SAT. The student can choose to take maturity exams in different fields (e.g., chemistry, history, geography, the English 
language), and each exam has a basic and an advanced module; taking the basic modules in Polish and mathematics is 
obligatory for the exam takers, but the advanced modules are optional. 
5 Using this model requires three assumptions. On the first one, called the independence of irrelevant alternatives, the 
ratio of the probabilities of choosing any two options doesn’t depend on what other options are available; that the 
probability of choosing any option is positive, and the error term has the Weibull probability distribution. 
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formal and physical sciences 0.31 0.11 0.00 ** 

life sciences 0.50 0.12 <0.0001 *** 

computer science 0.32 0.12 0.01 ** 

technology 0.44 0.10 <0.0001 *** 

medicine 0.79 0.13 <0.0001 *** 

Intercept education -1.81 1.40 0.20  

humanities -5.52 1.28 0.00 *** 

business  -2.06 1.26 0.10  

formal and physical sciences -4.90 1.41 0.00 *** 

life sciences -4.39 1.60 0.01 ** 

computer science -4.68 1.60 0.00 ** 

technology -5.26 1.31 <0.0001 *** 

medicine -9.26 1.57 <0.0001 *** 

gender  education 0.42 0.31 0.17  

humanities 0.42 0.28 0.14  

business  0.59 0.27 0.03 * 

formal and physical sciences 0.15 0.29 0.62  

life sciences 0.48 0.35 0.17  

computer science -0.52 0.34 0.12  

technology -1.01 0.27 0.00 *** 

medicine -0.11 0.30 0.71  

advanced-level maturity exam in the 

Polish language 

education 0.00 0.28 1.00  

humanities 0.56 0.26 0.03 * 

business  -0.17 0.26 0.50  

formal and physical sciences -0.43 0.30 0.14  

life sciences -1.01 0.36 0.01 ** 

computer science -0.07 0.34 0.84  

technology -0.31 0.27 0.26  

medicine 0.25 0.30 0.40  

advanced-level maturity exam in 

mathematics 

education -0.75 0.40 0.06 . 

humanities -1.25 0.39 0.00 ** 

business  0.38 0.28 0.18  

formal and physical sciences 1.34 0.31 <0.0001 *** 

life sciences 0.34 0.37 0.36  

computer science 1.56 0.35 <0.0001 *** 

technology 1.17 0.29 <0.0001 *** 

medicine 0.25 0.32 0.43  

to what extent do you agree with the 

following: I liked studying Polish in high school 

 

education 0.16 0.08 0.06 . 

humanities 0.17 0.08 0.03 * 

business  -0.15 0.07 0.03 * 

formal and physical sciences -0.06 0.08 0.47  

life sciences -0.19 0.09 0.03 * 

computer science -0.33 0.09 0.00 *** 

technology -0.15 0.07 0.04 * 

medicine -0.17 0.08 0.04 * 

to what extent do you agree with the 

following: I liked studying mathematics in high 

education 0.06 0.08 0.45  

humanities -0.06 0.07 0.43  
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school 

 

business  0.16 0.08 0.03 * 

formal and physical sciences 0.15 0.08 0.07 . 

life sciences -0.04 0.09 0.68  

computer science 0.10 0.10 0.33  

technology 0.33 0.08 <0.0001 *** 

medicine 0.03 0.09 0.69  

GPA in high school education -0.06 0.33 0.86  

humanities 0.79 0.30 0.01 ** 

business  0.50 0.29 0.08 . 

formal and physical sciences 0.75 0.32 0.02 * 

life sciences 0.27 0.37 0.47  

computer science 1.11 0.36 0.00 ** 

technology 0.72 0.30 0.01 * 

medicine 1.15 0.33 0.00 *** 

The model’s fit is very good: McFadden’s pseudo-R2 = 0.18. 

As predicted by both human capital theory and signaling theory, expected salary proved to 

influence the choice of major—the more an individual expects to earn having chosen a major, the 

more likely she is to choose it. Also, consistent with previous studies (Altonji, 1993; Arcidiacono, 

2004; Zafar, 2009; Beffy, Fougère, & Maurel, 2012; Gajderowicz, Grotkowska, Giergiczny, 

Czajkowski, & Mycielski, 2015), the results confirm that interests play a significant role when the 

future student is deciding her major. I won’t discuss the influence of the remaining individual 

variables, for the results aren’t surprising—taking an advanced-level maturity exam rises the 

probability of choosing computer science over social sciences, enjoying taking Polish classes rises 

the probability of choosing humanities over social sciences, and so on—and they aren’t pertinent to 

the hypothesis in question. Instead, let me focus on the influence of the s-norm. 

This influence, as the results show, turned out to be statistically significant. When social 

sciences are chosen as the base category, the model indicates that the higher the individual’s 

motivation form the s-norm—alternatively, the more internalized the s-norm—the lower the 

probability of choosing formal and physical sciences, computer science, or technology over social 

sciences. But broader conclusions can be drawn. Estimating the model with all remaining categories 

as reference levels yields the following results. 
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Figure 1. The influence of the s-norm on the choice of majors—

a comparison between different categories of majors. 

Here’s how you should read figure 1. Compare social sciences with technology. The 

motivation from the s-norm significantly influences the relative probability of choosing the former 

over the latter: the stronger the motivation, the more likely a college applicant will choose a major 

within the social sciences group over one within the technology group, and this influence is 

significant with p < 0.001. And, generally, for every dark circle and light-gray circle connected with 

an edge, the stronger the agent internalized the s-norm, the more likely she is to choose the category 

denoted by the dark circle over the one denoted by the light-gray circle; the number on the edge 

refers to the p-value of this relationship.  

With p < 0.01 (to account for multiple comparisons), the higher the agent’s motivation from 

the s-norm, the higher the probability of choosing social sciences, life sciences, or medicine over 

formal and physical sciences, computer science, or technology. In addition, with p < 0.05, the higher 

the motivation from the s-norm, the higher the probability of choosing humanities or business over 

formal and physical sciences, computer science, or technology. Except for medicine, the s-norm 

seems to motivate students to choose a field that doesn’t require much effort over one that does. 

This seems plausible: if your main aim is to have a college degree, but you don’t particularly care 

whether it’s interesting, nor do you want to put much effort into studying, you’ll choose a major that 

doesn’t require much work (in particular, you won’t choose a math-intensive major). 

Now, the case of medicine seems baffling, as studying it does require effort. However, another 

explanation might be offered here. In Poland, children of medical doctors are very likely to follow 

their parents’ suit. It might be the case that a high motivation from the s-norm in a medicine student 

means not only that she feels she ought to graduate from college; it might indicate that she feels that 

she has to graduate in medicine. Luckily, this hypothesis can be additionally corroborated, as there’s 

another major similar to medicine in this respect—in Poland, children of lawyers are very likely to 
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study law themselves, and the major is considered hard. Since my sample contained only 32 law 

students, this major was too small to be considered as an independent category and was instead 

included in the category of business. However, when these students are considered independently, 

law students’ mean motivation form the s-norm is significantly higher than the mean motivation 

from the s-norm, �̅�𝑙𝑎𝑤 = 3.94 > �̅�𝑎𝑙𝑙  = 3.27 (p = 0.005) and it’s comparable with that of medicine 

students �̅�𝑚𝑒𝑑𝑖𝑐𝑛𝑒  = 3.8 (no statistically significant difference). Therefore, it seems that one might tie 

the strong influence of the s-norm in medicine and law students to the pressure they feel to follow 

their parents’ footsteps. 

5. Conclusions 

The estimation of the model supports my hypothesis: the s-norm influences high school graduates’ 

choice of major, at least in Poland. The stronger a person internalized the s-norm, the less likely she 

is to choose a math-intensive major. These results—let me now surmise—suggest the following 

mechanism. It’s not the case that if an individual was less motivated by the s-norm than she in fact 

is, she would choose computer science over agriculture. Rather, it seems if a high school graduate 

isn’t very much motivated to study by the future salary or pursuing her interest, a strong influence of 

the s-norm makes her choose enrolling college rather than starting working. Once she decides to 

enroll college, she chooses her major—and she looks for one that will let her painlessly earn the 

degree. Corroborating this hypothesis, however, requires investigating a different sample—high 

school graduates who didn’t enroll college.  
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7. Appendix: the questionnaire 

The questionnaire contained the following questions; variable names next to some questions 

indicate that I used the answer to this question in estimating this variable. 

 

1. What salary would you expect 6 months 
after graduation, if you majored in the 

following fields? 𝑤𝑖𝑚 

2. If you were studying the following major, what were the chances 
that you’d graduate in that major (rather than change the major or 

drop out from college)? 𝑝𝑖𝑚 

S7A1 your major X8_1 your major 

S7A2 education X8_2 education 

S7A3 management X8_3 management 

S7A4 biology X8_4 biology 

S7A5 computer science X8_5 computer science 

S7A6 construction X8_6 construction 

S7A7 medicine X8_7 medicine 

S7A8 philosophy X8_8 philosophy 

3. X9 What salary would you expect 6 months, if you decided to look for a job immediately after graduating from 

high-school? 𝑤𝑖0 
4. X10 Imagine the following situation: there are two envelopes on a table. One contains 1000pln [the Polish 

currency], and the other one is empty. What’s the most you’d pay to be able to choose one of them, if the chance 
you’d choose the one with 1000pln is 50%? 

5. X11 Estimate: What’s the proportion of Poles your age that enrolled college? ____________________%.  
 
How much do you agree or disagree? (1: strongly disagree → 7: strongly agree) 

6. V12 When enrolling college, I was planning to partake actively in student social life (such as parties). 

7. V13 I chose my major for pleasure and self-growth, regardless whether graduating in it will help me find a job after college. 

8. V14 I chose my major because without a college degree it’s hard to find a job, even though studying my major won’t give me skills 
and knowledge useful in my future job. 

9. V15 I decided on my major because I expected that graduating in it will give me skills and knowledge useful in my future job. 

10. V16 If almost all high-school graduates decided to find employment rather than enroll college, I still would decide to enroll college. 

11. V17 After I graduate, I plan to find a job related to my field of study. 

12. V18 My friends negatively perceive my peers who neither have enrolled college nor are planning to. 𝑛𝑖 

13. V19 My close family negatively perceive my peers who neither have enrolled college nor are planning to. 𝑛𝑖 

14. V20 When enrolling college, I was planning to have a high GPA and partake in student scientific activities (such as scientific 
associations or conferences). 

15. V21 I should graduate from college, even if I the only major I was admitted to neither matched my interests nor would be useful on 
the job market.  

16. V22 I liked studying Polish in high school. 

17. V23 I liked studying mathematics in high school. 

18. V24 A person my age who hasn’t enrolled college has, in a way, a reason for shame.  
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How much do you agree or disagree? (1: strongly disagree → 7: strongly agree) 

19. The following majors match my 

interests: 𝑓𝑖𝑚 

20. I’d expect studying in the following majors would require a lot of 

effort: 𝑒𝑖𝑚 

S25_1 your major S26_1 your major 

S25_2 education S26_2 Education 

S25_3 management S26_3 Management 

S25_4 biology S26_4 Biology 

S25_5 computer science S26_5 computer science 

S25_6 construction S26_6 Construction 

S25_7 medicine S26_7 Medicine 

S25_8 philosophy S26_8 Philosophy 

21. X27 Your GPA in high school:  __________________. 
22. X28 Your GPA thus far in college: ___________________. 
23. Your score in the maturity exam (You can think of it as the Polish analog of the SAT): 

subject basic advanced [not obligatory] 

polish X29A1 X29B1 

math X29A2 X29B2 

24. V31 Age: ____________________. 
25. V32 Gender: ____________________. 
26. V34 The size of your hometown: 
27. V35 The mother’s level of education: 
28. V36 The mother’s occupation: ____________________. 

 


